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Definition of Natural stone
• According to the standard EN 12670 natural stone is defined as a piece of naturally occurring rock.
• Natural stone product is a worked piece of naturally occurring rock used in buildings and for monuments.
Quality requirements of a rock for natural stone production
• Geology-based -A natural stone prospect should have suitable pattern and spacing of fractures for extraction. -The general character of the fractures (such as microfractures, fillings, openness etc.) is of importance while assessing the soundness of the stone. -The appearance of stone is defined by its colour, structure, and pattern.
• Non-geological based -The aesthetical properties of stone are critical when choosing natural stone for architectural use, e.g. as exterior cladding or interior flooring. (Visual impression)
Rapakivi granites
• Rapakivi granites are defined as "A-type granites characterized by the presence, at least in the larger batholiths, of granite varieties showing rapakivi texture" (Haapala & Rämö 1992 ).
• A typical feature of rapakivi granite is the distinct surface weathering of outcrops, socalled grusification (Kejonen 1985) .
• This weathering plays a central roll for natural stone explorations and quality evaluations (especially regarding appearance and soundness of stone)
Study area
• This study is a part of the extensive explorations for natural stone in the whole Wiborg rapakivi granite batholith in southeastern Finland made by GTK. The four major batholiths of the Finnish rapakivi granites. The large Wiborg rapakivi granite batholith is marked with "K" that is also the study area.
Modified from Simonen (1980 ), Ehlers et. al. (1993 and Korsman et. al. (1997) .
Studies
• Regional scale field mappings • Prospect scale site investigations • Colour, texture, homogeneity and soundness of the rocks were visually observed on outcrops and in specimens
• A total of 1570 field observations were made
• 341 samples were collected using a handheld diamond saw.
Weathering of rapakivi granites
• Rapakivi granite types:
-wiborgite, pyterlite, even-grained rapakivi granite, porphyritic rapakivi granite, and porphyry aplite -Wiborgite ("normal rapakivi") is the main rapakivi granite type
• Rapakivi granite weathers quite easily on surfaces of outcrops, and also randomly along subvertical and subhorizontal fractures • Wiborgite and pyterlite weather easier than other rapakivi varieties.
• The wiborgite and occasionally the pyterlite weather from the upper parts of the outcrops down to 1-2 meters depth.
• The colour of the rapakivi granite on the outcrop surface represents almost invariably the colour of a weathered rock.
Intensive weathering in rapakivi granite
• On the left side is a horizontal surface of pyterlite outcrop.
• On the right side the subvertical section of the same pyterlite outcrop shows that rock is totally grusified.
The aim of studies
• Our aim is to discuss the implications of surface weathering of rapakivi granite for the exploration of natural stone and for the quality evaluation of it.
Challenges in exploration of rapakivi granites
• The colour determination of rapakivi granite was difficult at the outcrop surface, because of the strong surface weathering and staining, whereas the texture was easy to define.
• The macroscopic soundness was not a major problem in the evaluation because of the generally wide-spaced fracturing of the rapakivi granite in the study area
• In contrast, the microscopic soundness is heavily influenced by the surface weathering in the upper parts of the outcrops.
• The subhorizontal microfractures can be seen very clearly in resign impregnated samples and thin sections.
• These microfractures cut through all mineral grains and ovoids in the samples, and do not follow the boundaries of the grains or ovoids.
Discussion
• Due to strong surface weathering in the Wiborg rapakivi granite batholith the core drilling is an essential assisting method for determination of the colour.
• A cheap and easy to use sample drill for shallow drilling should be developed.
• Furthermore, alternative methods (e.g. geophysical) for studying colour variations in rock are needed.
